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Greetings Brothers of the Northwest Province,  

 

 Since the moment I was elected as your secretary for the 2019/2020 term, I have been 

extremely excited to serve our Northwest Province. During my first few weeks as Secretary, I created 

an excel sheet with the EC board members contact information, designed a new meeting minutes 

template, and submitted all of the EC board members information to Central Office.  

 Unfortunately, as I was transitioning into the position, a lot of the documents that have been 

compiled the past few years was deleted due to some unforeseen circumstance. In hopes to make the 

transition easy for the next Northwest Province Secretary, I have been continuously reaching out to 

chapters to obtain rosters and trying to rework and organize with what is left within the Secretary 

drive.  

 With that being said, I have created an excel sheet with all of the collegiate and grad chapter 

officer’s contact information along with a Northwest Province chapter roster excel sheet. This has 

been extremely useful for the EC board who needs to get in contact with any of the officers within 

the Northwest Province. Utilizing the facebook regent chat, it has been an easy task to continuously 

update the chapter officer roster.  

 One of my goals as Secretary was to increase communication within the province, therefore, I 

created a Northwest Province Secretary facebook chat. I believe that this Northwest Province 

Secretary fb chat could help the secretaries within the Province stay more connected and be used as a 

resource to utilize if any questions arose during their term. I also implemented a task to my position 

where I link and highlight an event from the Kappa Psi Northwest Province calendar site onto the 

facebook page. My hope is that this will increase intercepter relations within our Province and 

brothers would able to potentially attend other respective chapters’ social, philanthropic, or ritual 

events. I have been utilizing the listserv and Kappa Psi Northwest Province facebook group to send 

out announcements and reminders. Whenever an EC board member needs to send out a message to 

the whole province, I would send it through the listserv and all of Northwest Province would be able 

to receive the information via e-mail. 

 Overall, I am encouraged by the start of my term and will continue to serve you to the best of 

my ability.I have already purchased my registration and flight ticket to attend my very first GCC in 

July. I hope to see you all there! If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out 

to me and I will do my best to help! Proud to be your brother.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Isabelle Wong 



 

 

Northwest Province Secretary 
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Nwpsecretary2@gmail.com 


